The Swimmer

A battered and lifeless body is dragged
from the stormy Atlantic Ocean onto an
isolated cove in West Cornwall. Only one
man has a clue about his identity and hes
trying his hardest to turn away from the
human race. October 1919 - Thirty one
men lose their lives in a horrific accident in
an exposed Cornish tin mine. How are the
two incidents linked? Local journalist May
Jones and writer, turned hermit Joseph
George form an unlikely partnership and
attempt to find out Set in a wild, coastal
landscape famed for murderous smugglers
and ghostly tin mines. The story weaves
through the backdrop of far West
Cornwall, a land drenched in the blood of
forgotten men.

The Swimmer. It was one of those midsummer Sundays when everyone sits around saying, I drank too much last night.
You might have heard it whispered by - 2 min - Uploaded by GTHchannelThe Swimmers A film by Sophon Sakdaphisit
(Director of Coming soon and Laddaland) In - 3 min - Uploaded by Nerdy SwimmerNed Merrill has been away for
most of the summer. He reappears at a friends pool. As they talk The Swimmer is a 1968 Technicolor American drama
starring Burt Lancaster with Janet Landgard and Janice Rule in featured roles. The film was written andThe Swimmer, a
short story by American author John Cheever, was originally published in The New Yorker on July 18, 1964, and then
in the 1964 short storyStill of Burt Lancaster and Janice Rule in The Swimmer (1968) Still of Burt Lancaster in The
Swimmer (1968) Still of Burt Lancaster and Janet Landgard in TheThe Swimmer is the story of a man who begins at the
dawn of a new day to swim in the backyard pool of some friends. The water is cool and fresh, and the dayDrama On the
surface, THE SWIMMER is about the ultimate physical challenge - a battle between man and nature. But underneath the
waters fury, THE SWIMMERsThe Swimmer (1968) on IMDb: Movies, TV, Celebs, and more - 3 min - Uploaded by
CyanAreaTHE SWIMMER takes place in an affluent Connecticut suburb, and for Ned Merrill (Burt : The Swimmer
(Blu-ray/DVD Combo): Burt Lancaster, Janet Landgard, Janice Rule, Joan Rivers, Frank Perry: Movies & TV.The
Swimmer (1968) cast and crew credits, including actors, actresses, directors, writers and more.The Swimmer (1968) on
IMDb: Plot summary, synopsis, and more
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